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NEW QUESTION: 1
Shellshock allowed an unauthorized user to gain access to a
server. It affected many Internet-facing
services, which OS did it not directly affect?
A. Windows
B. Unix

C. Linux
D. OS X
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
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A. bare metal DB system
B. Autonomous Transaction Processing (ATP)
C. Autonomous Data Warehouse (ADW)
D. virtual machine DB system
Answer: B,C
Explanation:
If a bare metal DB system requires more compute node processing
power, you can scale up (increase) the number of enabled CPU
cores in the system without impacting the availability of that
system but you can't increase the storage If the original DB
system VM shape uses a single node, running databases on the DB
system nodes are sequentially stopped and then restarted on the
new shape so not dynamic

NEW QUESTION: 3
Custom duration in milliseconds as a parameter for the
setDuration method is available when you are working with:
A. Snackbar
B. for none of them
C. Toast
D. for both of them
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Refer to the exhibit.
The link between Core-1 and Core-2 shown in the exhibit fails,
and some users lose connectivity. What should the network
administrator do to prevent this issue in a situation such as
this?
A. Create routes to 10.1.10.0/24 and 10.1.11.0/24 through
10.1.1.3 on Core-2.
B. Enable IP routing on Core-2.
C. Configure BPDU protection on all Core-2 ports.
D. Extend VLANs 10 and 11 on all switch-to-switch links.
Answer: D
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